BRIGANTINE

COMPANION
Lady of Avenel SUP adventures
During winter 2016/17 Stefan Fritz called to see if we (Active 360) could work together on setting up
stand up paddle boarding trips using his tall ship as a platform and launch. The plan was to use the ship
as transport and a paddling pontoon for reaching remote places where we could SUP. I headed off to see
his ship berthed in Essex and was immediately sold on the idea. We would get the chance to sail this
amazing tall ship, paddle in beautiful blue seas, catch fish to eat and climb the odd mountain when it
eventually reached Scotland. Words and pics: Paul Hyman (Active360)
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“Taking a range of air boards
from different brands we could
try different types in a variety of
sheltered and open sea
conditions.”

Lady of Avenel is a semi-square-rigged 100-foot
brigantine with a historic link to the Cutty Sark. She
is spacious and comfortable. At deck level, there is
the main saloon with seating and dining area, an
ideal chill out space after a paddle. The separate
galley offers space for cooking the many fish you
catch in these clear Scottish waters. Below deck
level is the accommodation, with a range of cosy
cabins and bathrooms. The ship can accommodate
up to 12, with lots of gear and there is plenty of
space to store paddleboards.

https://goo.gl/maps/mYGbxUz1Tbn

We planned our first trip in September and set off for
Oban in the Western Highlands where the Lady had
moored after weeks of sailing around the British Isles.
She looked magnificent and after some discussion of
possible routes we settled on the Inner Hebrides. The
wind was force 5 and we decided that the Outer Hebrides
would be a bit too breezy and exposed for SUP. The inner
islands are more sheltered. As the whole of the
Hebridean area offers spectacular coastline, wildlife,
clear waters and mountains we were happy to leave the
more remote outcrops for the next trip and focus on this
stunning group of islands steeped in history.

First night

We headed towards the Sound of Mull. As we settled into
a routine there was a cry from the skipper to set the sails,
and we quickly established a working rhythm, peacefully
sailing on into Loch Aline. Weighing anchor for our first
night at sea, we watched the sunset and planned our
next move. This trip had no set itinerary and each
evening we would look at the best options given wind
speed and direction. We aimed to be under sail as much
as possible and to paddle at least once a day for several
hours with some longer sessions.
Taking a range of air boards from different brands we could
try different types in a variety of sheltered and open sea
conditions – very different to the tidal Thames which are
our home waters. We swapped boards daily so we could all
compare different kit. It was an educational experience.
In the clear waters of Scotland you get to see a
surprising amount of wildlife. There are regular close
encounters of the avery kind but also seal pups basking
on rocks, who were unfazed by our presence, and a
school of dolphins playing around and under the ship’s
hull while sailing.
There were many highlights of this trip. Climbing Ben
More, stopping off at the historic island of Iona, paddling
through sea lochs beneath dark menacing mountains
and feasting on mackerel and mussels caught just hours
earlier. But two I particularly enjoyed.
Paddling into Fingals’ Cave, Staffa (named after the
legendary Irish hero Fionn mac Cumhaill) was one.
Staffa is about seven miles off the west coast of Mull,
and about six miles from Iona. The entrance of Fingal’s
Cave is wide with views of the hexagonal basalt columns
from the depths to the roof of the cave. We followed this
with an exploration of nearby smaller caves including
one with a sump which we found we could swim through
to reach the other side of the small island.
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Active 360 and the Lady of
Avenel are running the next
SUP and sail trip on the west
coast of Scotland leaving from
Oban on 2nd July 2017. Prices
including all equipment and
meals on board are £1295.00
for six nights, seven days with
a book early discount available
and a further reduction if you
bring your own equipment. The
trip is suitable for most levels
of SUP ability.

The Lady of Avenel provided us backup in
tricky areas like the Corryvrechan and also a
warm dry place to shelter in places with no
accommodation. We learned something of
how a tall ship works and had daily
opportunities to help crew and steer. Also
the rigging was a great place to hang out
while under sail. Harnessed on under sail
with a commanding view and surrounded
by spectacular scenery was very relaxing.

Paddling the atmospheric Gulf of
Corryvreckan was another. This is an
infamous narrow strait between the islands
of Scarba and Jura. It is one of the most
notorious stretches of water in the British
Isles with at times currents of up to 8.5
knots, turbulence, eddies and whirlpools
which have the potential to sink boats.
George Orwell nearly drowned here when his
dinghy capsized in a whirlpool shortly
before completing 1984.

On our last day we sailed and paddled back
to Oban with the wind behind us. We were
all sad to leave, tired from hours of paddling
every day but very relaxed. On board it was
easy to escape daily life and the usual
demands on our time. We all felt sorry to be
at the end of our voyage and one of our
group considered it life changing. He
promptly went back and resigned from a
stressful and demanding job, took life in a
new direction and has never looked back!

Luckily for us our skipper, Stefan, did have
good local knowledge but even so the
Corryvreckan didn’t disappoint. Catching
the right conditions at slack water takes a
good deal of experience and timing. A
smooth entry and confidence are key. This
was a spectacular paddle and a most
atmospheric place. It was really paddling on
the edge with the exhilaration and
excitement of the swirling whirlpools as we
crossed over the gulf.

For bookings and further information see
www.active360.co.uk and www.ladyofavenel.com
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